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• Partnership assets are invested in 10 qualifying large-cap
cryptocurrencies using a modified market-cap weighting
methodology that is designed to overweight coins that are seeing
rapid adoption.  
• All portfolio holdings must satisfy proprietary "pre-regulatory"
compliance screening and portfolio eligibility testing. 
• Investments are analyzed and traded daily; target portfolios are
reconstituted and rebalanced monthly.
• Custom learning algorithms automatically reduce position sizes
as risks increase.

ETF Momentum Investing, LLC (ETFMI), an Indianapolis, IN based
Registered Investment Advisor, has been chosen as the
Partnership's Investment Advisor. 

ETFMI brings Wall Street standards in research and transparency
to cryptocurrency investning.  maintains a Fiduciary Standard  for
its clients at all times.

ETFMI employs industry-leading digital asset security protocols as
one of the ways it seeks to actively manage and reduce risks for
its investors. The General Partner further protects clients with a
US $1 million cyber-theft insurance policy.

The Large Coin Strategy uses a rules-based
investment process to strategically diversify
assets across the ten largest cryptocurrencies
trading in the United States. ETF Momentum,
LLC, a momentum-focused Registered
Investment Advisor serves as the strategy's
Investment Advisor. Deposits are accepted
daily in US dollars and select cryptocurrencies.
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LARGE COIN STRATEGY

Blockchain Momentum, LP
MVIS top 10 cryptocurrency index
strategy alpha vs MVIS top 10

INVESTMENT PROCESS

ELIGIBLE CoINS

Strategy                                                          Inception                Year to Date

unaudited net PERFORMANCE   |   INCEPTION: 10.10.2017   -   3.31.2021

Minimum Investment: $50,000

TARGET ALLOCATION

    579.8% 109.5%

AS OF 04.01.2021

#BitcoinTruth

Visa recently launched a pilot

program to enable Bitcoin settlement 

 Sarson Funds, Inc is A third party marketing company and does not manage assets or provide investment advice. All investment products advertised by or referred to by Sarson Funds are property of their respective owners and are offered under Regulation D by
their respective issuers. Unless specifically stated otherwise, all investments are available to accredited and qualified investors only. All prospective clients must satisfactorily complete investor eligibility and anti-money laundering screening before being

referred to any investment sponsor. The official terms and objectives of any strategy mentioned by Sarson Funds can only be conveyed through each fund’s specific offering documents, including but not limited to its private placement memorandum, limited
partnership agreement and subscription agreement. These documents must be read thoroughly prior to investing. The investment advisor for Blockchain Momentum, LP is ETF Momentum Investing, LLC an Indiana state-registered investment advisor. It should not be

assumed that information displayed online accurately reflects the current portfolio positioning or investment strategy of any portfolio that any investment sponsor currently manages or managed. Details as to specific investment strategies can only be
conveyed through each fund’s specific offering documents.  Any historical returns, expected returns, or projections may not reflect actual future performance.

Past performance does not indicate future performance. There is no guarantee given or implied by Sarson Funds or any of its investment sponsors. If you follow these strategies you may lose money. No bank guarantees. Not FDIC insured.

Passive Bitcoin Index (BTC)

    668.6%
 - 91.7%
1117.8%
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29.2%

103.3%

AS OF 04.01.2021

MARKET UPDATES                        April 2021

Coinbase:  nasdaq listing brings Crypto to Wall Street 
Coinbase's direct listing values the largest crypto
exchange in the United States at just under $100B,
making the company worth more than the Nasdaq.

Market:  Cryptocurrency Market Soars past 2 Trillion
Total crypto market cap has doubled in the first three
months of 2021 as a wave of institutional investment
validates the crypto market. 
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Blockchain Momentum, LP's proprietary rules-based

investment process identifies positive price momentum

and specific price trends to strategically allocate capital

to the 10 largest cryptocurrencies. 

LARGE COIN STRATEGY
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